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Abstract. Multiconjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) employing several deformable mirrors conjugated to different altitudes has
been proposed in order to extend the size of the corrected field of view. A three dimensional measurement of the turbulent
volume is needed in order to collect the information to control the deformable mirrors. Given a set of guide stars in the
field of view, this can be done either using star-oriented or layer-oriented techniques. In the star-oriented measurement each
wavefront sensor is coupled to a guide star while in layer-oriented techniques, wavefront sensors are coupled to different
layers in the atmosphere and each of them collect light from the whole set of guide stars. This type of measurement is more
exactly calledoptical layer-oriented(OPTLO) as the co-addition of light is done optically. The same information can also
be obtained by combining, in a numerical way, star-oriented measurements. This hybrid approach is callednumerical layer-
oriented(NUMLO). In order to compare their performance, we present an analytical study of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in
the optical and numerical layer-oriented measurements. Optical layer oriented measurements are shown to be more efficient in
the regime of faint flux and a large number of guide stars, while low detector noise allows numerical layer-oriented schemes to
be more efficient in terms ofSNR.
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1. Introduction

The image quality of a ground-based telescope is severely de-
graded due to the atmospheric turbulence. Fluctuations of the
air refraction index are responsible for the loss of resolving
power for ground-based telescopes. This resolving power no
longer depends on the telescope diameter, but on the Fried pa-
rameter, which at the best observatories rarely exceeds 50 cm in
the visible range. In order to overcome this limitation, the use
of an active optical element to correct the wavefront distortions
in real time was proposed by Babcock (1953). This technique is
called adaptive optics and 35 years after being proposed, once
the technical solutions were found for a large number of prob-
lems, COME-ON became the first adaptive optics system de-
voted to astronomy (Rousset et al. 1990). Adaptive optics sys-
tems are now working on a large number of telescopes (see for
instance Rousset et al. 2000; Wizinowich et al. 2000; Graves
et al. 2000; Rousset et al. 2002) allowing diffraction-limited
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images to be obtained. However, due to the vertical distribution
of the atmospheric turbulence, the size of the corrected field of
view (FOV) is limited to a few arcsecs. In order to extend the
compensated FOV, the concept of multiconjugate adaptive op-
tics (MCAO) has been proposed (Beckers 1989; Dicke 1975)
in which several deformable mirrors are conjugated to differ-
ent altitudes. These deformable mirrors are controlled using
the information about the phase measured using several guide
stars. A star-oriented approach was first proposed (Tallon &
Foy 1990) in which a wavefront sensor is coupled to each guide
star and then all the information is processed and employed to
control each deformable mirror (see Fig. 1a). More recently
another concept, called the layer-oriented approach, has been
proposed by Ragazzoni et al. (2000), Ragazzoni (2000) (see
Fig. 1b). It is based on measuring the phase with a single wave-
front sensor with one or more sensing planes which can be
optically conjugated to given layers in the atmosphere. A de-
formable mirror (DM) is associated with each of the wavefront-
sensing planes, and the wavefront sensor collects light from
the whole set of guide stars. This technique was first conceived
with the idea of making this kind of measurement in an optical
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(a) Star-oriented approach. (b) layer-oriented approach.

Fig. 1. Schemes of star-oriented and layer oriented approaches. GS= guide star, WFS= wavefront sensor, WFC= wavefront controller and
DM = deformable mirror.

way. However, measurements of the same nature can be ob-
tained by numerically combining star-oriented measurements
where each wavefront sensor is coupled to a single guide star.

The objective of this work is to compare star-oriented and
layer-oriented measurements in terms of signal to noise ra-
tio (SNR). But in order to compareSNRvalues, measurements
of the same nature must be used. This is why we chose to trans-
late the problem to comparing numerical layer-oriented and op-
tical layer-oriented measurements.

Section 2 explains in detail the differences between optical
and numerical layer-oriented measurements. Analytical formu-
lae for theSNRcorresponding to each technique are developed
in Sect. 3, and a discussion is given in Sect. 4. An Appendix is
included (Appendix A) which is devoted to the comparison of
theSNRof the two techniques for several study cases.

2. Optical and numerical layer-oriented
measurements

Figure 1 shows the schemes for the star-oriented and layer-
oriented approach. In the star-oriented approach, each wave-
front sensor is coupled to a single guide star. The informa-
tion from all the wavefront sensors is combined and processed
in the wavefront controller and allows one to obtain the com-
mands for the deformable mirrors of the system. We consider
wavefront sensors of the Shack-Hartmann type (Rousset 1999)
or pyramid (Ragazzoni 1996), measuring the gradient of the
wavefront. Each wavefront sensor collects information from
the column of turbulence along the direction of the guide star
it is coupled to. If we consider an atmospheric turbulence with
L layers:

∂Φs(x)
∂x

=
∂

∂x

L∑
l=1

φl(x + hlθs) (1)

whereφl is the phase error introduced by thelth layer, andΦs

is the wavefront measured using thesth guide star. The same

applies to the phase derivative along directiony. Pointx in the
pupil plane corresponds to pointx+hlθs in layerl, at altitudehl ,
whereθs is a vector parallel to the plane of the aperture which
gives the position of the guide star. The sampling of the vol-
ume of turbulence using several analysis directions allows one
to reconstruct the turbulent volume. Figure 2a shows a block
diagram of star-oriented measurements when using three guide
stars. We will assume in this development that the near-field ap-
proximation applies and that the wavefronts are geometrically
propagated through the atmosphere.

In the optical layer-oriented approach(OPTLO), a single
wavefront sensor collects light from the ensemble of guide stars
(Ragazzoni et al. 2000). For instance, pyramids can be placed at
the focal plane, and a common objective allows pupil images
from different guide stars to be superimposed. A beam split-
ter is employed to split light between the different wavefront-
sensing planes which are conjugated to different specific alti-
tudes in the turbulent profile. Each of these wavefront-sensing
planes will see the layer it is conjugated to, but also superim-
posed wavefronts corresponding to the other layers. When the
loop is closed, each detector senses the perturbation that oc-
curred in its own layer, while the perturbations of the other lay-
ers are cancelled by the correction provided by the other DMs.
This approach allows the system to have independent “classi-
cal adaptive optics” loops, linking each deformable mirror with
its associated wavefront-sensing plane (see Fig. 1b). The mea-
surement done for each detector plane can be written as a lin-
ear combination of the star-oriented measurements weighted
by the intensity of each of the guide stars. A wavefront-sensing
planed conjugated to a turbulent layer at altitudehd will mea-
sure, in the ideal case where there is no noise:

∂Φ(x)
∂x

=

∑Ngs

s=1 I s ×∑L
l=1

∂
∂xφl(x + (hl − hd)θs)∑Ngs

s=1 I s

(2)

whereNgs is the number of guide stars, andI s is the intensity
of sth guide star (Diolaiti et al. 2001).
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(a) The star-oriented approach. (b) The layer-oriented approach.

Fig. 2. Wavefront sensor measurements in star-oriented and layer-oriented approaches when employing three guide stars and two wavefront
sensor planes in the layer-oriented approach, conjugated to DM1 and DM2. For the sake of simplicity, DM1 is conjugated to the pupil plane,
and thus in its associated wavefront sensor plane, the footprints of the three guide stars perfectly overlap. This is not the case with DM2,
conjugated to a turbulent layer in altitude, where the star footprints are displaced by an amount depending on the star position in the field and
on the altitude of the layer.

When a wavefront-sensing plane is placed at the pupil
plane, the footprints of each of the stars overlap at the same po-
sition (i.e. the telescope pupil) while for the wavefront-sensing
planes situated at any other altitude, the measured phase will
be the overlap of the phases sampled by each star with the cor-
responding displacement given byr = hθs, whereh = hl − hd

is the difference between the layer altitude and the wavefront
sensing-plane altitude of conjugation (see Figs. 1b and 2b). In
the illustrative case shown in Fig. 2, and assuming that the
guide stars all have the same magnitude and that the same
spatial and temporal sampling is used in both star-oriented
and layer-oriented measurements, the sum of the three star-
oriented measurements divided by three (the number of stars
in this case) would give the layer-oriented measurements in the
pupil conjugate sensing plane. When reconstructing the layer-
oriented measurements in the sensing plane conjugated to a
layer at an altitudeh in the atmosphere, the star-oriented mea-
surements have to be displaced at the position given by the foot-
print of the star at that layer before they are summed. When
overlap exists, the phase measurement at those points has to be
divided by the number of guide stars that contribute to the mea-
surement at those points. When guide stars of different magni-
tudes are used, the phase measurements are weighted by the
intensity of the guide star relative to the total intensity.

Due to the nature of OPTLO measurements where in a
closed loop each detector senses to the first order the wavefront
perturbations occurring in its conjugated layer, the spatial and
temporal sampling (dl subaperture size,∆tl integration time)
can be adjusted to the characteristics of layer to which the de-
tector is conjugated (Ragazzoni et al. 2000). The vertical distri-
bution of theC2

n profile (Le Louarn et al. 2000) is such that most
of the turbulence is frequently in the layers near the ground.

Thus the upper layers will have a larger Fried parameter, and
thus the subaperture size in a wavefront-sensing plane conju-
gated to a high altitude layer can be larger than those employed
in a wavefront-sensing plane conjugate to the pupil plane. In
the case of a wavefront sensor coupled to a guide star, the spa-
tial sampling is given by the global Fried parameter which is
always smaller than the Fried parameter corresponding to each
layer.

As we mentioned before, the optical layer-oriented ap-
proach is a linear combination of star-oriented measurements
(apart from noise considerations) that is done optically. This
combination of star-oriented measurements could be also done
numerically after the detection of the phase error by each of
the wavefront sensors. In this hybrid technique, which is called
a numerical layer-oriented scheme(NUMLO), we pass from
having a set of measurements per guide star to having a set of
measurements per layer. In the star-oriented measurements, the
spatial and temporal sampling is matched to the characteristics
of the global atmosphere. In order to reproduce measurements
of the same nature as OPTLO measurements, the same inte-
gration time and integration area must be used. This is done
numerically from star-oriented measurements. For instance, if
the coherence time of the upper layer is twice the global one,
the integration time of the optical layer-oriented measurements
in this layer will be twice the integration time employed in the
star-oriented measurements and we will have to add two stan-
dard frames in order to reconstruct a single frame obtained by
means of optical layer-oriented measurements. The same ap-
plies to the subaperture size.

In an ideal case, without any noise source, numerical and
optical layer oriented measurements would be the same. In fact,
the only difference between the measurements done by the two
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Table 1.List of parameters necessary to compute theSNR.

Nl
ph(r) Number of photons per second per square meter per bandwidth in a given layerl of the

atmosphere, depending on the guide stars geometry, and magnitude

Nl
gs(r) number of stars whose footprints contribute atr in the layerl.

τ Coherence time of the whole atmosphere

τl Coherence time of layerl

∆t Integration time employed for the whole atmosphere

∆tl Integration time employed for layerl

d Sampling pitch for the wavefront measurements in NUMLO approach.

dl Sampling pitch for the wavefront measurements in OPTLO approach, layerl.

r0 Fried parameter describing the whole atmosphere.

r0,l Fried parameter associated to layerl.

r0(λwfs) Fried parameter describing the whole atmosphere at the wavefront-sensing wavelength.

RON read-out noise of the CCD detector.

αl fraction of light arriving to the detectorl in the optical layer

oriented measurements due to the beam splitter.

Nbg number of background photons s−1 m−2 arcsec−2

Qe quantum efficiency (it includes also optical transmission)

techniques is due to the effect of noise. Three sources of noise
have to be considered: the photon noise linked to the finite star
photon flux, the background noise and the detector read-out
noise. One can foresee that since the NUMLO measurements
have been created from star-oriented measurements where one
detector is employed per guide star, the read-out noise increases
when the number of guide stars is increased. On the other hand,
the photon flux is not divided between different altitude planes
in this technique, and thus the number of DMs can be easily
increased without degrading theSNRper layer. In the OPTLO
a beam splitter is employed and there is a loss of flux in the
measurements per layer. This effect will greatly increase when
employing more than two wavefront-sensing planes with the
same field of view. A multiple field of view layer-oriented ap-
proach (Ragazzoni et al. 2001) has been proposed in order to
partially overcome this limitation, employing two wavefront-
sensing planes having a different FOV per plane. In addition,
studies concerning the viability of reconstructing the signal to
be applied to an additional DM without adding another detector
are on-going (Farinato et al. 2001). Both techniques are beyond
the scope of this study, which is devoted to comparing the op-
tical and numerical layer-oriented measurements in terms of
signal to noise ratio [SNR].

3. Computation of SNR

In this section, analytical formulae for the numerical and opti-
cal layer oriented measurements are developed. A large number
of variables are involved and they are listed in Table 1. We as-
sume that the sampling is adjusted to the local atmospheric con-
ditions in each layer for the OPTLO, that is:dl = r0,l , ∆t = τl ,
and to the global atmospheric parameters for the NUMLO:
d = r0,∆t = τ.

In order to fairly compare both techniques, we assume that
the same type of wavefront sensor is used in both cases. For

OPTLO a pupil plane wavefront sensor is required. It could be
for instance a pyramid wavefront sensor. The noise of such a
sensor is comparable to that of a quad-cell Shack-Hartmann
with a gain when operating in the closed-loop (Ragazzoni &
Farinato 1999; Esposito & Ricardi 2001). To be conservative
we will still consider in this paper the noise expressions related
to a quad-cell Shack-Hartmann sensor (Rousset 1999):

signal photon noiseσ2
s = π

2 1
nph

(
θbd
λ

)2

rad2 (3)

detector noiseσ2
s = 4π2 RON2

n2
ph

(
θbd
λ

)2

rad2 (4)

background noiseσ2
s = π

2 nbg

n2
ph

(
θbd
λ

)2

rad2 (5)

whered is the subaperture diameter,nph is the number of pho-
tons per subaperture and exposure time,RON is the rms num-
ber of noise electrons per pixel and per frame,nbg is the total
number of photoelectrons from the sky background distributed
over the 4 pixels in the quadcell andθb is the angular size of
the subaperture image of the source. For the sake of simplicity
we will first consider the case in which subaperture images are
limited by diffraction, in which caseθb = λ/d.

The ratio 1/σ, whereσ is the root square of the sum of the
error variances due to photon, detector and background noise,
can actually be interpreted as a signal to noise ratio in flux de-
tection, as it gives the usual expression for theSNRgiven by the
ratio between the signal and square root of the sum of photon,
detector and background noise:

S NR=
nph

π
√

nph+ 4RON2 + nbg

· (6)
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Using the notation introduced in Table 1, and considering the
optical layer-oriented measurements, we can write for mea-
surements in the layerl:

S NRl
OPT(r) =

αld2
l τl QeNl

ph(r)

π
√
αld2

l τl QeNl
ph(r) + 4RON2 + αld2

l τlQeNbgNl
gs(r)

(7)

where the signal term, as well as the photon noise and back-
ground noise terms are multiplied byαl , a factor which de-
termines the fraction of light that is sent to detectorl, with∑
αl = 1. We consider a field of 1 arcsec2 per guide star in

the computation of the background photons, and this term is
then multiplied by the number of stars that contribute to the
corresponding subaperture.

NUMLO measurements are created from star-oriented
measurements in which both spatial and temporal sampling are
adjusted to match the global atmospheric characteristics. When
reproducing the layer-oriented measurements, the same sam-
pling as layer-oriented measures has to be used. Ifd is the pixel
size in the star-oriented measurements anddl is the pixel size in
the layer-oriented measurements, the detector noise term has to
be multiplied by a factor (dl/d)2 to account for the spatial bin-
ning required for layer-oriented spatial sampling and by a fac-
torτl/τ that is the summation of time samples to account for the
increased exposure time in layer-oriented measurements. Also,
a factorNl

gs(r) accounts for the fact that star-oriented measure-
ments employ one detector per guide star. Taking all this in
consideration, we can write the following expression for the
NUMLO SNR:

S NRl
NUM(r) =

d2
l τl QeNl

ph(r)

π

√
d2

l τl QeNl
ph(r) + 4RON2Nl

gs(r)
d2

l τl
d2τ
+ d2

l τl QeNbgNl
gs(r)
· (8)

There is a potential gain in the OPTLO measurements where
photons are co-added before detection, and thus, the result-
ing read-out noise is reduced as seen in the denominator of
Eqs. (7) and (8). However, there is a penalization in terms of
signal for this type of measurement as we divide the flux be-
tween the different wavefront-sensing planes. This penaliza-
tion is represented by the factorαl which accounts for the frac-
tion of light that is sent to this wavefront-sensing plane, always
smaller than one. These are opposite effects, hence the detailed
study presented in this paper. Background noise behaves in the
same way for both techniques except that the division of flux
in the OPTLO measurements also affects background noise.
Given:

γl =
d2

l

d2

τl

τ
(9)

we can write:

S NRl
OPT(r) =

αlγld2τQeNl
ph(r)

π
√
αlγld2τQeNl

ph(r) + 4RON2 + αlγld2τQeNbgNl
gs(r)

(10)

S NRl
NUM(r) =

γld2τQeNl
ph(r)

π
√
γld2τQeNl

ph(r)+4RON2Nl
gs(r)γl + γld2τQeNbgNl

gs(r)
· (11)

In these expressions (Eqs. (10) and (11)), both the number of
stars and the number of photons perm2 per second depend on
the position of the subaperture in the layer. For a wavefront-
sensing plane conjugated to any layer but the telescope pupil,
the footprints do not exactly overlap (see Fig. 2b), thus giving a
density of photons and number of effective guide stars depend-
ing on the position of the subaperture in the detector. For a de-
tector conjugated to the telescope pupil, all the star footprints
overlap, and thus the number of guide stars and the density of
photons is constant. In the following, we will make the simpli-
fying hypothesis of:
Nl

gs(r) = Ngs, total number of guide stars,
Nl

ph(r) = Nph, density of photons due to the contribution of all
the guide stars.
As explained, this is perfectly valid in the pupil while in any
other layer it means that we consider a portion of the layer
where all the star footprints are super-imposed.

Equations (10) and (11) allow us to deduce theSNRratio:

SNRl
NUM

SNRl
OPT

=
1
αl

√
αlγl r2

0τQe(Nph+ NbgNgs) + 4RON2

γl r2
0τQe(Nph+ NbgNgs) + 4RON2Ngsγl

·
(12)

In the simple case of having a detector without noise (RON=

0.),
SNRl

NUM

SNRl
OPT
= 1√

αl
> 1 as 0< αl < 1. The same result applies to

very high flux cases where the read-out noise can be neglected.
In this situation there will be no advantage for the OPTLO mea-
surements. In any other situation, theSNRratio depends on a
large number of factors:Ngs, Nph, Nbg, RON, r0, τ, γl andαl , as
we will see in the following section.

Subaperture diffraction limited images occur when the sub-
aperture diameter is smaller than the Fried diameter at the
wavefront-sensing wavelength. This is the case studied so far.
In order to generalize expressions 10 and 11 to account for the
case of subaperture images limited by seeing, the same process
is followed, departing from Eq. (3) and substituting the angular
size of the image,θb, by λ/r0(λwfs), corresponding to seeing-
limited images (i.e.r0(λwfs) < d). This results in:

SNRl
OPT =

αlγld2τQeNph

π
√
αlγld2τQeNph + 4RON2 + αlγld2τQeNbgNgs

× r0(λwfs)
d

(13)

SNRl
NUM =

γld2τQeNph

π
√
γld2τQeNph + 4RON2Ngsγl + γld2τQeNbgNgs

× r0(λwfs)
d
· (14)

These are in fact the general expressions of theSNRat the
wavefront-sensing wavelength. When wavefront-sensing and
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imaging at the same wavelength, the subaperture size is set to
match the size of the Fried parameter (d = r0(λwfs)). In this
case, the multiplying factor in Eqs. (13) and (14) is equal to
one, and we find again the expressions (10) and (11).

The present article derives theSNR expressions but of
course theSNRis related to the adaptive optics performance in
terms of the Strehl Ratio (SR), generally approximated by the
coherent energy exp(−σ2

res). The residual phase varianceσ2
res is

a sum of different terms related to the temporal error, the fitting
error and the wavefront-sensing noise. The contribution of the
wavefront-sensing noise to the residual phase variance is de-
rived from the subaperture noise variance propagated onto the
correction modes and filtered by the servo-loop. At the imaging
wavelengthλima, it is approximately given by:

σ2
res, noise = α

fbw

fsamp

(
λwfs

λima

)2

σ2
subap, noise (15)

= α
fbw

fsamp

(
λwfs

λima

)2 1
SNR2

· (16)

Whereα is the propagation coefficient on the corrected modes,
fbw is the servo-loop bandwidth,fsamp is the temporal sam-
pling frequency,SNRis the subapertureSNRgiven in Eqs. (13)
and (14). The loss in SR due to wavefront-sensing noise is
therefore given by the multiplicative factor exp(−σ2

res, noise),
easily deduced from the wavefront-sensingSNR. For a high
order system such as NAOS (Rousset et al. 2002), the factor
α fbw

fsamp
is roughly 0.1. When wavefront-sensing and imaging are

performed at the same wavelength, theSNRs of 1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2
give respectively a loss in SR of 0.9, 0.7, 0.3 and 0.08. The loss
in performance is very rapid forSNRs below 0.5. Of course, in
practice, when theSNRis too small one reduces the wavefront-
sensing exposure time to obtain a reasonable noise variance, at
the expense of a larger temporal error.

4. Discussion

Analytical expressions have been obtained for theSNRcor-
responding to numerical and optical layer-oriented measure-
ments, when the subaperture images are both in the diffraction
and seeing limited regime. These expressions allow us to estab-
lish a comparison between the two techniques. It is seen that
OPTLO measurements are favored when increasing the num-
ber of guide stars, and at low flux regimes.

OPTLO measurements are penalized by the increase of the
number of measuring planes due to light splitting. On the con-
trary, the increase of the number of guide stars is a clear advan-
tage of this approach, leading to significantly improved perfor-
mance.

The analytical expressions given in Sect. 3 can be ap-
plied to any particular case, but it is useful and illustrative to see

in a few figures the tendency of OPTLO and NUMLO ap-
proaches for some representative systems in adaptive optics.
These graphics together with an extensive discussion can be
found in the Appendix.
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Appendix A: Study cases

We have chosen three scenarios that are representative of dif-
ferent adaptive optics system characteristics:

– Case 1: wavefront-sensing and imaging inK band
(2.20µm).

– Case 2: wavefront-sensing and imaging inR band
(0.64µm).

– Case 3: wavefront-sensing inR band and imaging in
K band.

Before studying these cases in the MCAO context, let us briefly
recall the correspondences with current classical adaptive op-
tics systems. Case 3 corresponds to most astronomical adaptive
optics systems in service. In such conditions the wavefront-
sensingRONis small but the wavefront-sensing channel is see-
ing limited. Case 1 is interesting to extend the sky coverage to
regions where no bright visible sources are available. The first
astronomical system to implement this option was NAOS on
the VTL (Rousset et al. 2002). TheRON is larger, wavefront-
sensing is however diffraction limited. Case 2 corresponds to a
system providing a good correction in the visible. This is a new
perspective for adaptive optics systems and has never yet been
implemented due to technological limitations. It would corre-
spond to a smallRON and to diffraction limited wavefront-
sensing.

Since theSNRdepends on a large number of parameters, we
decided to select the value of some of them, given in Table A.1.
This table shows the wavefront-sensing and correction wave-
length corresponding to each case. The bandwidth is equal for
the three cases,∆λ = 0.4 µm. As a first approximation, the
quantum efficiency (Qe) is also equal for the three cases, even
if it could be smaller for infrared detectors. We recall that in
this work, theQe accounts also for optical transmission, as
stated in Table 1. The Fried parameter corresponds to a see-
ing of 0.7 arcsec in the visible. TheRON values correspond
to the state-of-art of visible and infrared (Rousset et al. 2002)
detectors accounting for the fast read-out frequency required
by wavefront-sensing. The termmbg accounts for the sky back-
ground magnitude at the wavefront-sensing wavelength. The
integration time is taken to be constant and equal to 5.0 msec.
Unless specified otherwise the number of guide stars is 10.

In the following sections, we will consider two conjugate
planes (α1 = α2 = 0.5) and study the dependence of OPTLO
and NUMLO SNRon the amount of flux (Sect. A.1), we will
investigate the gain in magnitude as a function of the number
of guide stars (Sect. A.2), and the limitRON in order to have
the sameSNRwith both techniques (Sect. A.3). In Sect. A.4 we
show the effect of increasing the number of DMs.

A.1. SNR versus equivalent magnitude

We represent theS NRsas a function of the equivalent magni-
tude in the wavefront-sensing band. This equivalent magnitude
is defined as the magnitude of a fictitious star with a number
of photons per square meter per second equal toNph, which is
the total photon density given by the whole set of guide stars.
The flux at wavelengthλ in units of Wm−2 µm−1 is given by

Fig. A.1. Numerical and opticalSNRwhen wavefront-sensing and
imaging in theK band (case 1) as a function of the equivalent magni-
tude in theK band when employing 10 guide stars. Continuous lines
correspond to numerical measurements and dashed lines correspond to
optical measurements. Diamond symbols are used forγ = 10., while
no symbols are used forγ = 1. Parameters are given in Table A.1.

F0(λ) = 10−0.4Mv−ZBAND , whereZBAND is the zero point given in
Table A.2 (Bessell 1979; Wilson 1972). The number of pho-
tons per square meter per second perµm is then found dividing
the flux by the energy of the photon at the corresponding wave-
length.

Figure A.1 shows the numerical and optical measure-
mentsSNRas a function of the equivalent magnitude and for
different values ofγ (1 and 10) in the case of wavefront-sensing
and correction in theK band (case 1).γ are chosen as a pri-
ori but reasonable values considering the turbulence profiles
(Le Louarn et al. 2000). This figure demonstrates the main fea-
tures of signal to noise ratio behavior. At small equivalent mag-
nitude, theSNRis dominated by the photon noise, and both
detector and background noise are negligible. In this case, the
NUMLO SNRis larger than the OPTLO by a factor 1/

√
αl as

explained in Sect. 3, due to the flux division between the con-
jugate planes done in the OPTLO configuration. TheSNRis
proportional to the square root of the number of photons in
this region. Beyond equivalent magnitudemk = 6 OPTLOSNR
becomes however larger. In this region, we are dominated by
detector noise and theSNRis proportional to the number of
photons. For the values ofRON considered (see Table A.1)
which corresponds to state of the art infrared detectors, the de-
tector noise term is larger than the contribution of background
noise. Furthermore, whenγ is large theRON limitation for
NUMLO is all the more apparent. In other words, the optical
layer-oriented approach is particularly sensitive in high altitude
layers where spatial and temporal sampling is optimized.

Notice that we have employed a constant exposure time.
In a real system, when theSNRis too low to allow the recon-
struction of the phase, the exposure time is increased in order
to increase the signal. In that case, the detector noise per frame
will be the same, but the background noise will increase and
become dominant. In that case theSNRdifference between the
two types of measurements will decrease.

This curve allows us to understand the asymptotic behavior
of the system (at very high and very low fluxes). The signifi-
cant range ofSNRis of course more limited. As explained in
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Table A.1.Basic parameters used for theSNRestimation.

λim (µm) λwfs (µm) ∆λ (µm) Qe r0,wfs (m) r0,im (m) RON mbg τ (msec)
Case 1 2.20 2.20 0.4 0.4 0.89 0.89 18.0 13.0 5.0
Case 2 0.64 0.64 0.4 0.4 0.20 0.20 3.0 20.5 5.0
Case 3 2.20 0.64 0.4 0.4 0.20 0.89 3.0 20.5 5.0

 γ=10
∆m

∆m

 γ=1

Case 1: wavefront-sensing, Case 2: wavefront-sensing, Case 3: wavefront sensingRband,
correction,K band. correctionRband. correctionK band.

Fig. A.2. SNRversus equivalent magnitude at the wavefront-sensing wavelength. Continuous lines stand for numerical and dashed lines for
optical. Curves corresponding to two values ofγ are shown:γ = 1., without symbols;γ = 10., diamond symbols. For the three cases we have
assumedNgs = 10.

Table A.2.Magnitude zero points employed in computing the equiva-
lent magnitude corresponding to a number of photons per square meter
and per second equal toNph.

Band λ0 (µm) ZBAND

R 0.64 7.6408
K 2.20 9.4367

Sect. 3 forSNRabove 1 the impact on performance is very lim-
ited, and forSNRbelow 0.2 the resulting SR is very small. A
gain inSNRin the range 0.2−1.0 leads however to an important
gain in performance. In case 3, the same loss in performance is
found for SNRs multiplied by the wavelength ratio (imaging
over wavefront-sensing wavelength 3.4 in our case). The perti-
nent range therefore becomes 0.68−3.4.

Figures A.2a–c show theSNRversus the equivalent magni-
tude in each of the wavefront-sensing bands, for the three cases
defined in Sect. A. TheSNRis limited to the range 0.1 to 10 and
the number of guide stars is 10. Figure A.2a is in fact a zoom
of the center of Fig. A.1. The case ofγ = 1 rather corresponds
to the ground layer, where most of the turbulence is concen-
trated, and so the local Fried parameter is close to the global
one.γ = 10 could correspond to a high altitude layer with
a local Fried parameter approximately three times larger than
the global one, and an exposure time approximately 1.3 times
larger than the global one. Increasingγ induces an increase of
the SNRfor both techniques as the signal itself is increased.
However, in the NUMLO approach, this effect is balanced by
the detector noise term which also increases withγ. Case 1 is
the most favorable for OPTLO measurements (see Fig. A.2a).
For both values ofγ, the OPTLOSNRis larger than NUMLO
SNRin the domain shown. In this case, NUMLO measurements
are penalized by the largeRONof infrared detectors. In case 2,
shown in Fig. A.2b, OPTLO measurements have largerSNR
than NUMLO measurements for equivalent magnitudes larger
thanmR = 11.5 (if we consider that all the stars have the same

magnitude, this corresponds to individual star magnitudes of
mR = 14.0). Both in case 1 and 2, the wavefront-sensing wave-
length is the same as the correction wavelength, and we have
considered that subaperture images are diffraction limited. In
case 3, the wavefront-sensing is done in theR band while the
correction is done in theK band, and thus subaperture im-
ages are seeing limited. This means a loss ofSNRby a fac-
tor r0(λwfs)/r0(λcorr) with respect to the case when wavefront-
sensing and correcting in theK band, but the detector noise is
less limiting here as we use detectors in the visible range with
smallerRON. The background noise is also smaller when the
wavefront-sensing is done in the visible with respect to the case
when the wavefront-sensing is done in the infrared. The point at
which NUMLO and OPTLOSNRcrosses is nowmR ≈ 14 (see
Fig. A.2c). Star configurations with smaller equivalent magni-
tude will have betterSNRwhen doing NUMLO measurements,
while with larger equivalent magnitude, theSNRwill be better
for OPTLO measurements (as before, individual star magni-
tude would correspond to two and a half magnitudes more, that
is mR ≈ 16.5 if stars are of the same magnitude).

A.2. Magnitude gain

Up to now, we have not considered the influence of the number
of guide stars in theSNRcomparison. Figures A.3a–c show the
gain in magnitude (∆m= mOPTLO−mNUMLO) for the three study
cases and for three different values ofS NR= 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 as a
function of the number of guide stars. This gain in magnitude
is computed as the difference in equivalent magnitude needed
to achieve a fixedSNRwith the two techniques. An example of
its definition is given in Fig. A.2a, where we show the magni-
tude gain for two values ofγ (1 and 10) when theSNRis equal
to 0.5. The numerical values corresponding to this example are
∆m ≈ 1.5 for γ = 10 and∆m ≈ 0.5 for γ = 1. It has been
defined so that a negative gain is favorable for the numerical
approach while a positive gain is favorable for the optical ap-
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Case 1: wavefront-sensing, Case 2: wavefront-sensing, Case 3: wavefront-sensingRband,
correctionK band. correctionR band. correctionK band.

Fig. A.3. Gain in magnitude as a function of the number of guide stars, forγ = 1. andγ = 10. and several values ofSNR. Dashed lines
correspond toS NR= 2.0, continuous lines toS NR= 1.0 and dashed-dotted lines toS NR= 0.5.

proach. The gain in magnitude depends strongly on the value
of γ, that is to say, on the local atmospheric conditions of the
layer with respect to the global atmospheric conditions as can
be seen in Fig. A.3. Larger values ofγ mean an increase in
terms of magnitude gain and increasing the number of guide
stars also increases the magnitude gain.

Although the optical layer-oriented approach was proposed
to employ and profit from a large number of guide stars, the
number of guide stars that can be used is finally limited by the
free space in the focal plane, and by the number of guide stars
available in the FOV. Three to five guide stars will be reason-
able for the north galactic pole while at the equator, the number
of available guide stars could be about ten.

In the two first cases (Figs. A.3a and b) it can be seen that
the OPTLO configuration can provide a magnitude gain even
with a small number of guide stars (3–4), providedγ > 1.
In the third case, when the wavefront-sensing is done at the
R band and correction at theK band, Fig. A.2c shows that the
point where the NUMLO and OPTLOSNRcurves cross is dis-
placed towards larger magnitudes, thus for the chosen values of
S NR= 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, the gain is more modest than in the other
two cases, as can be seen in Fig. A.3c.

The magnitude gain is relatively independent ofSNRvalues
in case 1, while in case 2 and 3, for the same value ofγ, the gain
increases when theSNRdecreases. This is due to the fact that
the magnitude gain depends on the point at which both OPTLO
and NUMLO SNRcurves cross and this point is determined
by the weight of the detector noise term (always more limiting
than the backgroundnoise term in this study) with respect to the
signal. In case 3 for instance, the spatial sampling is relaxed by
the fact that we are wavefront-sensing in theR band to image
in theK band. In this case, the amount of flux per subaperture
is larger and the detector noise is less limiting as explained also
in Sect. A.1.

A.3. Limiting RON

As shown in the previous sections, the potential gain of the
OPTLO approach with respect to the NUMLO is based on a
better management of the detector noise in the optical con-
figuration. We have also seen that in the hypothetical case of
RON= 0, numerical measurements will always be better than
optical ones due to the penalty linked to dividing the flux be-
tween the different conjugate planes. Then one may ask for

the situation of the limitingRON, above which OPTLOSNR
is larger than NUMLOSNR. This question is answered in
Figs. A.4a–c where we show the limitingRON as a function
of the equivalent magnitude in the three study cases and em-
ploying 10 guide stars. This value depends on the Fried param-
eter at the correction wavelength, the exposure time, number
of background photons, number of guide stars, etc., although
Figs. A.4a–c show only the dependence on equivalent magni-
tude and for two values ofγ (1 and 10). We recall that detectors
having aRONvalue larger than the one plotted in these figures
will result in more efficient OPTLO measurements from the
point of view ofSNR, while detectors withRONsmaller than
that shown in the figures will result in more efficient NUMLO
measurements.

There is a general behavior of the limitingRON in these
figures; at high flux, the limitingRONis very high, while it de-
creases when the equivalent magnitude is increased and reaches
an asymptotic value at faint flux (RON ≈ 4 e−/pixel case 1,
RON≈ 0.15 e−/pixel case 2,RON ≈ 0.6 e−/pixel case 3). In
this region, due to the small value ofRON, background noise is
dominant and this makes the limitingRONreach an asymptotic
value.

In order to answer the question of the limitingRONwe will
place ourselves at moderately lowSNRbecause at largeSNR,
the difference between NUMLO and OPTLOSNRis not that
important. We notice in Fig. A.4 that the limitingRON is dif-
ferent depending on the value ofγ. In a real system, the star-
oriented measurements from which we construct the numerical
layer-oriented measurements are done with wavefront sensors
coupled to guide stars and with a single CCD for both layers.
TheSNRbeing always smaller when theγ is smaller (that is, for
the low altitude layers), this is the most limiting part of the sys-
tem and we will consider the limitingRONgiven by theSNR
at γ = 1. We can fix, for instance,S NR = 0.5 in order to
give an idea of the limitingRON for the three cases (although
Fig. A.4 allows us to use any value ofSNR). In order to achieve
higherSNRNUMLO that OPTLO with anS NR= 0.5 for the
measurements of the wavefront-sensing plane conjugate to the
ground layer, we will need aRON lower than 0.6 e−/pixel for
case 2 and lower than 2.5 e−/pixel for case 3. Case 1 would
need aRONlower than 4 e−/pixel which is actually the asymp-
totic value.

The values required for infrared detector noise are still far
from the state-of-the-art for high read-out frequencies, when
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a) Case 1: sensing, imagingK band. b) Case 2: sensing, imagingRband

c) Case 3: sensingR band, imagingK band.

Fig. A.4. Limiting RONemploying 10 guide stars, in order to have the sameSNRwith NUMLO and OPTLO measurements.RONabove this
value will give betterSNRwhen using OPTLO measurements. Continuous lines correspond toRONwhile dashed lines correspond to SNR. No
symbols are employed in the case ofγ = 1. while diamonds symbols are used forγ = 10. Dotted lines have been drawn at 18 e−/pixel in case
1, and 3 e−/pixel in cases 2 and 3, corresponding to the state-of-art of infrared and visible detectors respectively.

both the wavefront-sensing and correction are done in the
K band (case 1). In the case of wavefront-sensing in theRband
when imaging both in this band or in theK band (case 2
and 3), the requirements in terms of detector noise are not so
far from state-of-the-art visible detectorRONvalues especially
when measuring in the visible and correcting in the infrared
(case 3). Recently, Marconi Applied Technologies have pre-
sented a new CCD technology called E2V which holds the
promise of achieving sub-electron noise. However, these de-
vices will be affected by statistics corruption due to the fact
that they give one count if one or more photons are detected,
hence introducing an error each time that more than one pho-
ton is detected. The influence of the statistic corruption using a
LLLCCD in the SNRis however out of the scope of this work.

It should be noticed that the value of the limitingRON
shown in Figs. A.4a–c corresponds to parameters given in
Table A.1, and 10 stars. With a smaller number of stars (than
would be the situation when the scientific target is not at the
galactic plane), or under better global seeing conditions, the re-
quirement inRON is relaxed and could match current detector
specifications.

A.4. Influence of the number of detectors in the optical
layer-oriented approach

Up to now we have considered a wavefront sensor with two
wavefront-sensing planes conjugated to different altitudes, with

the total flux equally shared between both (α1 = α2 = 0.5).
Simulations show that two DMs could be sufficient for correct-
ing a 2 arcmin FOV in a 8 m class telescope with a SR of
about 50%, but higher order correction will need a larger
number of DMs. The MCAO system planned for the Gemini
telescope will employ three DMs and that will be also the
case for the Large Binocular Telescopes (Flicker et al. 2000;
Ragazzoni et al. 2002). In the case of future extremely large
telescopes it is still not clear if a larger number of DMs will
be necessary to ensure atmospheric turbulence correction. In
that case, in the OPTLO configuration the straightforward so-
lution (although not the only one, see for instance Ragazzoni
et al. 2001; Farinato et al. 2001) will be to employ a wavefront
sensor with more than two detectors. We will analyze in this
Subsection the effect of increasing the number of deformable
mirrors and therefore the number of detectors in terms ofSNR.
We will consider for OPTLO that light is split equally between
all the detectors. We recall that in the numerical approach there
is no loss in terms ofSNRassociated with increasing the num-
ber of deformable mirrors.

Figure A.5 shows the gain in magnitude as a function of
SNRfor four values ofα = 1.0, 0.5, 0.33 and 0.25 correspond-
ing to having 1 to 4 deformable mirrors, and two values of
γ = 1 and 10. The number of stars is 5 and 10 (Figs. A.5a
and b respectively), and the wavefront-sensing and correction
is done at theR band. At high flux, the gain in magnitude is
given by∆mR = 2.5 log10 (α). It is negative whenα is smaller
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a) Five guide stars. b) Ten guide stars.

Fig. A.5. Gain in magnitude as a function ofSNRfor several values ofα andγ when wavefront-sensing and imaging in theR band (case 2).
Continuous lines are used forγ = 1 and dashed lines forγ = 10. Symbols are also used for the different numbers of DMs (i.e. different values
of α): squares for 1 DM, asterisks for 2 DMs, diamonds for 3 DMs and triangles for 4 DMs.

than unity: when employing more than one detector the gain
at high flux is actually in favor of the NUMLO configuration.
At faint flux, in this case, read-out noise dominates and the
gain in magnitude is∆mR = 2.5 log10 (α) + 1.25 log10 (γNgs).
Comparison between Figs. A.5a and b emphasizes the fact that
OPTLO measurements are favored when using a larger number
of guide stars.

When wavefront-sensing and correcting in theK band, the
same type of curves are obtained, but the inflection point is dis-
placed to higherSNRratios (about one order of magnitude). We
are still limited by theRONas in the case of infrared detectors,
18 e−/pixel for wavefront-sensing (Rousset et al. 2000).

In the case of wavefront-sensing in theR band and imag-
ing in theK band, we will reach the regime of high flux very
quickly (S NR≈ 10.0), and from this value ofSNR, the gain in
magnitude is given by∆mR = 2.5 log10 (α), which is negative
(and thereby the gain will be for the NUMLO configuration).

In the ideal case of no detector noise, at very low flux, the
gain will be∆m= 1.25 log10 (α), independent of the number of
guide stars and theγ factor, and the previous discussion is still
valid.

Increasing the number of detectors in the OPTLO configu-
ration can be done at the expense of some loss in the magnitude
gain when operating at low flux and limited by detector noise.
In this case, increasing the number of stars, or with a betterγ,
a positive gain can be maintained. When at low fluxes we are
no longer limited by detector noise, but by background noise,
the gain of the OPTLO configuration is lost, as the gain will
be fixed by the value ofα and independent ofγ and number
of stars.


